LINKS : THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA

1. THINK OF ME (Christine)  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfTgCPUJwRk

2. ANGEL OF MUSIC (Meg & Christine) sino a 3’12  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lG2zPKo9e4

3. MUSIC OF THE NIGHT 1, THEME SONG  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JaeBxYCI9k

4. MUSIC OF THE NIGHT 2 – NIGHT TIME, SHARPENS…  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77umP7IRxD4

5. A GRAVEYARD Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again -  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74S7EMUAKFs